Moss Memorial Borehole” ended after about
1 Km, leads in other parts of the cave have
not been fully pushed. The total surveyed
length of the cave is about 5 Km.
This last cave to mention in Piedras
Anchas is Rio Cave. A short distance from
the entrance, one intersects an active stream
that flows even during the dry season. Water
caves in this region tend to be either bucket
brigade sumps with long “dry” sections that
only flow during high rainfall and the more
traditional cave stream passage that flows
regularly. The “rio” in Rio Cave, starts out
as knee-deep water in mud and gravel but
eventual narrows and deepens to about 5
M of wall-to-wall stream too deep to touch
bottom. Since the walls above waterline
are coated with mud, the only way to gain
purchase against the current is to claw the
clean crevices in the rock walls just below the
waterline. At least it was safe to go upstream
in this manner. Investigating the downstream
lead might turn out to be more thought
provoking for obvious reasons. We finally
arrived at a mud beach and a section where
the stream sumps and wells out of narrow,
impassable crevices. The one interesting
observation is the occasional piece of cloth
clinging to rocks found here and there, proof
that there is another enterable cave upstream
from this one.
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Flor Batavia
The last three expeditions in 2016,
2017 and 2018 have been based out of the
town of Flor Batavia, which is located at
about 500 M elevation on the east flank of
the mountain. John Wyeth’s superb Spanish
and diplomacy were a real asset to our
efforts here. We were also joined one year
by climber Brandon Thau. The topography
here is quite different than Piedras Anchas.
The town is perched on the rim of the
mountain at about 500M in elevation and is
surrounded by steep hills and innumerable
small sinks. In fact, the town itself is nestled
in a moderately large sink basin that receives
its water supply from an uphill spring. The
town’s effluent flows into a stream and eventually into an insurgence cave at the bottom
of the sink. We haven’t pursued this lead for
obvious reasons.
Again, we were shown many caves,
numbering around forty. Just 20 minutes
from town is a large cave entrance 50 M
wide that leads to a borehole passage and a
final terminal ballroom. There are many very
large formations that are quite impressive
although regrettably dry and chalky. There
is a column that may be world class in size
as it fills 70% of the width of the 30 M wide
passage! Cueva de Nerja), a show cave in
Spain, claims to have the world’s largest cave
column. I’ve seen this magnificent column in
person and it is indeed impressive though
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their claim of “world’s largest” may just be
show cave hype. That said, the column in
“Cueva Doña Leye” in Flor Batavia is probably both taller and wider in girth.
We explored a cave, Cueve Sin Nombre,
that starts as a small swalet entrance to a
stooping passage with ancient walls before
transitioning to comfortable, spacious,
shallow stream passage. The pools had
small white lobster-like creatures which are
obviously troglodytes. The water passage
became progressively more sporting with full
swimming in places and later, a long series
of very sporting wet duck unders with low
air. Eventually these relented and passage
continued in lovely, tall canyons in waist
deep water before eventually terminating
in a flowstone choke. This cave was a great
little adventure.

High atop the hill next to town, we were
shown two deep pits, one that was about 100
M and the second one closer to 160 M in
a single free drop. We were shown several
other pits which have not yet been dropped.
We explored four other insurgence
caves that were interesting. One that was
near town took a small stream before hitting
a 12 M vertical drop to a stream passage
making for a refreshing rappel and ascent.
This cave had airflow and looked to be
going as wide cobble passage continued.
Unfortunately, a flowstone choke blocked
further progress though many side passages
were explored and mapped.
Another insurgence cave was shown
to us down the east flank of the mountain
about 150M lower than town. This “Olivera
Cave” was dry this time of year but looked to
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